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Where’s Your Contract? 
To be able to manipulate people and society as a whole, to the secret services and criminal 
organizations alike, it’s crucial they obtain to them favorable positions. Not everyone in 
these types of organizations is the same, but many of them, if not most, share a view 
common to terrorism: they feel that war is their way of life. 

Following Sun-Tzu in “The Art of Warfare,” when you navigate narrow terrain, you have 
to move fast. Obtaining a favorable position usually equals obtaining a desired position. 
When many people try to take the spot of which there is only one or at most a few, socially 
that’s the same as narrow terrain, which bids them to move fast. 

Normally when you want to become a judge, a doctor, a police officer, a teacher, politician, 
mayor, or any other professional with social responsibility, the recruitment phase can be 
quite lengthy. People that don’t have the necessary skills will fall through the blinds and 
expose themselves as such. The recruitment phase as such is something they want to bypass. 

As a well suited, cleanly looking man or woman, one proceeds with an extended hand. “I 
am your manager!” or “I am your judge!” The typical answer we witness is that whoever they 
step up to, that in essence is equally incapable, receives them, taking their hand, and they 
say, “Okay,” even though the answer should have been more in the vein of “Really?” 

When you sit in the defendant chair, asking the judge “Really?” isn’t the best idea. Asking 
for high school degrees can lead to unnecessary aggressive responses by the judge, even to 
the extent that they tell people to taser you. If they got the job, the court has been corrupted, 
so you stand likely to be tasered. 

Maybe it helps if you ask them for their employment contract. Anyone can walk up to the 
bench supported by buddy cops with guns, but everyone that says they are employed by the 
courts has to show their contracts. If they want to get a proper contract, they need to go 
through the recruitment phase. 

Their contracts are likely to be as lacking as the faulty verdicts they write up. You need to 
consider that people that habitually break the law and corrupt society actually destroy 
anything and are unable to put something together constructively. They may think they did a 
good job, but when they say, “It will hold!” it’s like a two bradded screenplay: no, it won’t. 

At first it may look like it might, but they are the kind of people that throw away things 
when they feel they are done with them, knowing that they never cared about them to begin 
with. That’s their attitude and it will also show in their contracts. The requirements of the 
recruitment phase should be synopsized in their contracts and they won’t be. 

Most likely, they won’t even be signed. 
I actually have had an appointed judge send me back the letter I wrote, because they 

“didn’t like my language,” omitting it fully from my file. The letter they sent accompanying it 
was signed not with the judge’s or clerk’s signature, but a cross. 

A judge is only appointed after the recruitment phase and some people prefer to forget 
about that. 
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The lack of a proper recruitment phase will never forget about itself, not for a judge, a 
police officer, a doctor, a teacher, or any other professional job. The contracts are shit if they 
have them, and that’s also what they will look like. This means that you need to check 
whether they have them to begin with and whether they are any good. 

Since they aren’t properly employed by the institution that hired them, the second thing 
you would have to look at is where their pay comes from. If the institution, like a hospital or 
a police station or school, government, court, etc. didn’t properly hire them, then there can 
be no pay. So who pays them? Who pays their rent? Their house? Their car? Their expenses? 

Check, check, check… And then double check. But if you can’t check high school degrees, 
why not start with their contracts? It will be more of a tell than you imagined.
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